The newer type of teenage 'romance' magazines launched from the mid1950s included 'down-market' titles, such as Marilyn , and , both published by C. Arthur Pearson Ltd., Romeo , published by D.C. Thomson, Valentine (1957-74) and Roxy , both published by Fleetway, and Boyfriend . 11 Their readership, largely in the early-to mid-teens, was not substantially different from the age groups which had read Girl and Girls' Crystal, 'but their sense of themselves as young women' was 'much more marked'.
'Romance', markedly absent from earlier comics, was a significant component of these new magazines which presented girls as more dependent on male attention than the 'independent achieving' girls of comics and magazines published in the mid-1950s. 12 The format of these new magazines varied. Some, such as Romeo, looked like cheaply produced comics. Others, like Mirabelle, had a more polished appearance, its early colour front covers similar in style to the pre-war ones of Woman magazine. 13 Fantasy romance magazines, with 'picture strips'
and 'real life' photographs, which combined fantasy with the hint of 'real' experience', were particularly popular in the early1960s, when they were read by older young women in their twenties, as well as those in their teens.
Marty, based on the popular British pop star, Marty Wilde, was launched in 1960 as the 'first ever photo romance weekly'. which catered to 'a slightly older age group', four per cent in Valentine and five per cent in Jackie. Michael Frayn offered a typically cynical view, however, when he observed how Marty's biggest scoop was 'getting ten letters from readers before there was even a magazine for them to be readers of'. Mirabelle published a letter from an unmarried mother 'intended as a warning to other girls, 'but nowhere else do these strange magazines breathe a word about any of the problems their readers must really want help with':
They hang suspended in a sexless limbo where "hotly passionate kisses" (I quote) are just rungs on the ladder to marriage and where marriage means simply status and release from loneliness. 15 Mirabelle was originally intended as a 'romance comic' for young women over eighteen and early writers to the advice column were often in their lateteens or twenties. 16 Some were newly married, struggling with the pressures and expectations of being a wife, although the presence of letters from girls aged fourteen and fifteen suggests a younger readership, which grew as the magazine established itself and became particularly popular among younger girls aged between thirteen and sixteen. 17 Romance magazines were, from the mid-1950s, on the cusp of a changing youth market, as can be followed in the shifting format of Mirabelle which despite a declining circulation from the mid-1960s, managed to remain one of the most popular teen magazines. Mirabelle's early problem page took a while to adapt to an emerging audience of young readers and its character during the first few months, under the authorship of 'Vivien Ashley', were strongly shaped by the traditional assumptions of the pre-war era. 18 This decline exemplified a characteristic of publications aimed at teenagers, their vulnerability to ephemeral popular trends, which led to frequent closures and amalgamations over following decades. 35 A new market of 'interim' 'teen-magazines' for girls emerged, targeted at those had left childhood comics behind them, but who were not ready for adult women's magazines. They tended to take up such magazines from the age of 11 and
reached Woman and Woman's Own towards their mid-to late-teens, often reading their mothers' magazines, a reminder of how girls more generally did not necessarily confine themselves to just one magazine. 36 This new type of teenage publication had a more general format than the narrow romance emphases of the earlier generation of teen magazines. 37 Some 'teen-magazines' launched in the sixties were geared towards older readers aged between their mid-teens and mid-twenties, although they were also read by ones. Honey's readership included students in further and higher education, and young workers with O-levels or A-levels. Its sister magazine, Petticoat, was aimed at a slightly different market of 15-19 year-olds, most of whom had left school and were in work. 38 Jackie, the best-known magazine for teenagers, was also a creation of these trends and quickly became one of the most popular. Launched in 1964, with a largely workingclass readership aged 10 to 14, it dominated the market for almost twenty years, ceasing publication in 1993. By 1968, sales had risen to 451,000 and it retained many characteristics of the highpoint of teenage culture in the sixties well into the following decade. 39 Mirabelle was also hit by a declining readership, its early weekly sales of 540,000 falling by the mid-1960s and dropping to 175,000 by 1968. 40 Like other teen titles struggling to survive in a competitive market, it started to develop a different tone, exemplified by the problem page which replaced 'Ask Adam's', called 'Letters to Lesley'. 'Lesley', 'the girl with the personal touch', conveyed a much greater sense of generational intimacy with her readers, who were urged, if they were 'worried about anything', to write in 'and talk things over' with her. The column referred to the 'many hundreds of letters' that Mirabelle received each year, with those that were published described as 'the typical problems of young people'. 41 The problem pages in magazines aimed at teenagers were no different from those sent to other popular newspapers and magazines in that published letters were the tip of a much larger volume of correspondence. 42 Advisers were also similar to those on adult publications in that they had no specific training for the job. 43 Unlike the 'authority and professionalism' which advisers on women's magazines maintained through the use of full names (Marje Proops, Evelyn Home or Anna Raeburn), 'Lesley', like 'Cathy and Claire' on Jackie, who became the best known advisers on teenage magazines, were more like 'sympathetic elder sisters' than 'professional counsellors', 'young and trendy enough to understand the girls' problems but also experienced and wise enough to know how to deal with them'. 44 The reality behind these names was somewhat different. They 'may have sounded like understanding sisters', but as the journalist and broadcaster, Bel Mooney, observed of Jackie, their replies were 'concocted by a 45 Mooney's comments underline the importance of distinguishing between the approach and content of different magazines. 46 Connie Alderson, in 1967, described letters published in Trend, as 'more serious' than those in Jackie, providing 'a glimpse of real problems'. These letters were answered by 'Secretary Sally' and an advisory panel made up of a psychologist, the 'beauty editress' and a pop star, suggestive of the balance of entertainment and information which marked advice in teenage magazines. 47 The tone of replies on teenage advice pages was often light-hearted, although some magazines actively solicited amusing letters from readers, as in Jackie, where the best 'humorous' ones received a cash prize. This was perhaps a way of dealing with the hoax letters, which were a thorn in the side of advice columnists, although they were usually 'quite easy to spot'. 'You'll get a bunch of schoolkids or students getting together and sending in a joint effort, or sometimes people send a letter in under someone else's name'. 48 The changing cultural climate
The explicitness of the subject matter discussed in advice columns across magazines and newspapers started to change from the late 1960s, when This was very clear in Jackie, whose problem pages in the 1960s and 1970s
were not spaces for the discussion of 'taboo' topics. Jackie was published by D.C. Thomson, a Scottish publishing company based in Dundee, which was known for conservatism and the strong moral tone of its publications.
Romance dominated and references to sexuality and sexual behaviour were unusual, more likely to appear 'under the "Dear Doctor" column', where they were 'treated in purely clinical terms'. Girls were 'reassured about irregular periods, pubic hair, weight and so on' but there was 'no mention of masturbation, contraception or abortion'. 54 Others, like Marje Proops and Angela Willans, were influence by feminism in a broader sense, as 'the themes of feminist politics' encouraged franker and more campaigning approaches to a range of issues, including domestic violence and homosexual equality. 65 By the mid 1970s, many topics which even a decade previously would have received little public airing in advice columns were being discussed in the mainstream press and women's magazines. 66 The period also saw the emergence of 'teenage confession' magazines, such as Love Affair, Loving, New Love and Hers, which were associated with 'explicit sexual content'. 'Purported to be aimed at seventeen year olds', they were 'read by girls as young as eleven' and stimulated considerable criticism and concern among right-wing commentators. 67 The 'agony' columnist, Claire Rayner, who started on The Sun in the early 1970s, also advised in teen magazines, such as Petticoat, 73 Mirabelle's advice pages were less explicit than many teenage publications became in the 1980s and 1990s, but letters did cover many sexual issues which once would have been unmentionable. 74 Sex in heterosexual relationships was discussed not only in relation to those going 'steady' but also encompassed more casual liaisons. A range of personal issues which would never have appeared in earlier magazines became more common, from domestic violence and underage sex, to inter-racial sex, rape, sexual abuse, incest and menstruation, a boyfriend's inability to get an erection, and health advice about sexually transmitted diseases, cystitis and contraception. 75 Work and careers, less visible on the advice page the 1950s and 1960s, appeared more frequently and were not necessarily subordinated to expectations of marriage. 76 In part, these changes reflected the reciprocal aspect of advice columns as the greater frankness with which personal and sexual matters could be discussed also helped elicit more explicit correspondence from readers.
Sexual and social matters were discussed in language which reflected broader changes in the character of gender relationships. We were discussing 'Women's Lib at school, and somebody said it was unfair that girls had to change their names when they got married and take the same surname as their husband. 79 They also intimate how traditional attitudes still lingered among writers, possibly more so among those who did not live in large metropolitan areas.
Jennifer (Suffolk) who had been going out with her boyfriend for six months did not want to finish with him, but felt she was 'missing a lot of chances by being tied to him. What do other girls think of this? I do wish we could go out with anyone we like and not have to be faithful to one boy'.
The reply warned that while it was fine to 'have several boys in your life' if they weren't particularly important, there were likely to be 'problems'
where 'deeper feelings were involved'. Mark and Jan's column, 'Between Friends', lasted until May 1977, when they were replaced by another young duo 'Kenny' and 'Caroline', in a column called 'Points of View', which presented a novel juxtaposition of adult and more youthful opinions. 86 Kenny and Caroline, described as 'resident experts', picked a weekly 'selection of interesting letters' to answer in print, while Sue Butler, 'a young mother with two teenaged daughters', was invited to comment on them. Butler, who tended to provide sensible referral details of professional agencies after Kenny and Caroline had supplied their brotherly and sisterly comments, re-introduced a visible adult influence which had been lost in recent years. 87 A belief still prevailed on teenage magazines that girls in their early teens should be protected, which continued to set boundaries around how issues should be discussed. 88 The adult presence and emphasis on professionalism may have been, however, a response to contemporary concerns about how such pages undermined parental influence, which underlay criticism from groups of the 'moral Right in the 1970s, such as the 'Responsible Society'. 89 Columnists across the period, probably aware of the fact that many readers were in their early teens and below the age of sexual consent did, in fact, frequently referred to the importance of respecting parental views about their behaviour, although they also encouraged girls to make their own decisions.
You're perfectly free to choose, but it's difficult to change over when you've been going steady for as long as six months and then you
Readers were urged to show respect for parents, to see their point of view and to try to accommodate to their wishes, although tensions over negotiating older expectations and newer desires for cultural freedoms were often clear in published queries, even in the case of small issues such as wearing make-up, which elicited a mix of practical and subversive advice: Ayres, for helpful comments on an earlier draft.
